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This book is dedicated to you. Yes, you!
Check you out, having a book dedicated to you.
What a fancy pants.

27th August – Friday 1.33pm
(AKA LUNCHTIME!)
Right now I feel like one of those really pretty women in
a cute American romcom, who sits on a deck chair in a
floppy hat and writes in her diary, whilst occasionally
staring out to sea, as if the horizon holds all the answers
to the questions she has in life. They always look so cool,
don’t they?
Unfortunately, I don’t think the horizon contains the
answer to the main question on my mind at the
moment: when on earth are we going to go to the chip
shop? A girl can only wait so long for cheesy chips and
gravy! If you’ve never tried cheesy chips and gravy, try it!
It’s majorly delicious, honestly!
To try and distract myself from my rumbling
tummy, I’m writing in my new diary. Yep,
Mum thinks it’s a good idea for me to write
one, so here we are. Between you and me,
I’m only doing it to keep her quiet.
I don’t know why she’s insisting on me
writing a diary, because I write all the time anyway.
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I write proper stuff. Poems, short stories and scripts for
the telly. One day I’m gonna be the biggest writer on the
planet – probably bigger than Shakespeare! Romeo and
Wholiet? Ohhhh no, people will say the greatest love
story ever written is ‘Snogging Scott Monroe’ by Edie
Eckhart. Honestly, watch this space!
Also, Mum says that if I write in my diary every day,
she’ll up my pocket money by a pound and
you know what that means? More sausage
rolls in my mouth, yes please. I love sausage
rolls, and Scotch eggs, and pork pies,
and . . . oh no, I’m talking about food
again!! This is no good; I’m just
making myself even hungrier!
Anyway, let me tell you a bit more
about myself. Hello, bonjour, guten
Tag! My name is Edie Eckhart. My
middle name is Annie, after my
mum’s favourite singer, Annie Lennox,
but I can’t sing at all. When I sing,
my dad says that it sounds like the
‘cats’ chorus’. Rude!

Edie
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I am eleven years old (twelve in December, in a
hundred and eight days. Not that I’m counting!) and I’m
having the Best Summer Ever.
I see Oscar every day. He’s been my best friend since
reception class and he is the BEST. We’ve been
inseparable since forever. This summer we’ve been
watching loads of old Carry On
films with Oscar’s mum, Elaine,
and pretending not to understand
the rude bits. We definitely do
understand. They’re talking about
BOOBS.
We also eat sausage rolls
whenever we can, and sometimes
Maccy D’s when we’re feeling
fancy. Oscar loves food as much as
I do! And we’re both starting
secondary school together in
September. BIG TIMES AHEAD!
Here’s a few things I love, and a
few things I absolutely HATE:
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THINGS I LOVE

THINGS I HATE

•

Comic books

• Being proved wrong

•

Writing stories

• Cotton wool (It feels WEIRD)

•

Dungaree dresses

• ALL MATHS

•

Colourful tights

• Snow (I look like Bambi

•

ALL FOOD (apart from

on the ice!)

anchovies)

• Anchovies

•

Jigsaw puzzles

• Lip gloss (too sticky)

•

Funny films

• Needles

•

Camping

• Arguing with Oscar

•

Watching the rain

• Being outside when

(when I’m inside)
•

it’s raining

Sweet AND salty

• ALL SPORT (especially

popcorn together

football!)

What else? Oh, yeah, I’m a little bit different. I have
a disability called cerebral palsy. That just means
brain damage. I talk slowly and I fall over a lot.
Whenever I’m tired or sad I also dribble a bit. It’s never
really bothered me, because I’ve always been like this,
and I’ve never known any different.
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I live in a town called Bridlington, or Brid for short, in
Yorkshire. It’s only an eight-minute walk from my house
to the beach (probably a five-minute walk for other
people, but I like to factor in the wobbles!).
Let’s face it, when you live near the beach, you hardly
ever go, because you take it for granted.
Like, right now I’m already bored! Me and Oscar made
a MEGA sandcastle, with a fort and everything, and
knocked it down just for the lols, then we played catch
with the beach ball, but a dog ran over and popped it
with her little dachshund claws, then pooped all over our
demolished sandcastle, it was so funny! The dog’s owner
ran over and apologised, but we told her we didn’t mind.
The owner said the dog was called Dolly. I wish I’d asked
if she was named after Dolly Parton,
I bet you a million quid she was!

I love dogs so much, and Dolly was a super, super
cute dog. Me and Oscar have already decided that when
we’re adults and live in London in a fancy-pants town
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house, we’re gonna get our own dog. The only problem
is that Oscar wants a Chihuahua, and I want a husky (I
love their bright blue eyes and how majorly cuddly they
look!).
Seeing Dolly today started up the disagreement
again, because Oscar said small dogs are cuter, and I
think he could not be more wrong. We went back and
forth on the argument, until Oscar’s older sister Charlie
butted in.
‘You could get a cross-breed of a Chihuahua and a
husky. What would you call it? A Chusky?’
Charlie laughed. ‘Imagine what that would look like!’
Then she said, all serious, ‘So, will you get a dog before
or after you lovebirds get married?’
Then she made loads of gross
kissing noises and pretended to snog
her arm. She’s so annoying. Just because
she’s fourteen she thinks she knows everything.
Mate, it’s 2021. Newsflash: a boy and a girl can be friends
without ending up married. Friends can share a Chusky,
and eat cheesy nachos together every night, without
them necessarily wanting to marry each other!
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But Charlie isn’t my sister, so I
just pretended not to hear her
whilst Oscar gave her a dead
arm. Then Oscar’s dad, Ted, told
him off. In Oscar’s defence, she
deserved it.
Charlie’s full name is
Charlotte, but literally nobody
calls her that, apart from their
great-grandma. She always has a
different hairstyle, and like Oscar,
she wears glasses. Today she’s
got her hair in two puff balls on
her head, which looks amazing.
She might look cool, but she is a
right know-it-all sometimes, and
know-it-alls can be really
annoying.
YES! Oscar’s mum, Elaine, just asked us if we fancy
anything from the chippy. At long last, I was gonna pass
out! We sure do, ma’am! Cheesy chips, gravy and mushy
peas, I’m coming for ya!
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Sunday 10.58am
It’s Oscar’s birthday today; he’s only just turned eleven, I
know, what a baby! I tease him about it all the time, and
when I do, his eyebrows get so tight they look like two
angry slugs over his glasses. He’s a little bit shorter than
me too, and he gets really angry when I bring that up!
Even though this birthday isn’t any different to other
birthdays we’ve had, it feels extra special. I think it’s
because we’re both starting secondary school in a few
days. This is the last proper birthday without any adult
worries like, where did I leave my tax form thing? Or, oh
no, I’ve run out of milk! Or, you know, other rubbish
adults think about.
Anyway, every year, for two whole birthdays – mine
and Oscar’s – we do the same thing. It’s three simple
birthday steps to complete happiness, otherwise called
the THREE M’S:
NUMBER ONE: We get to McDonald’s at
precisely 10:58am. We order hash browns from
the breakfast menu. This is kind of like our
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starter. Then, GET IN, at 11am, the lunch menu
becomes available. A Quarter Pounder meal
each, vanilla milkshakes and six chicken
nuggets to share. BOOM. The birthday meal of
champions. Smashing. The. Day!
This is where I’m currently writing this diary entry – on a
greasy table at Maccy D’s. Here comes Oscar, back from
the counter, almost falling over because he’s carrying so
much. What a legend! He’s holding five cartons of hash
browns and those little paper cups filled with delicious
sugary sauce. Holy macaroni, I’m excited!
‘Oi, Edie! It’s my birthday, stop writing or else I’ll
accidentally spill ketchup on your new diary. You’ve got
to hang out with me!’
Well, he is the birthday boy so I’d better
do what he says. Any other day I’d just tell
him to bog off! Also I can’t get my paper all
messy, I’m starting to feel quite attached to
my diary. Don’t tell Mum!
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Sunday 7.02pm
I’m back home now, so I can legit write in my diary
without Oscar telling me to put it away. Where was I? Oh
yes, the three birthday steps! So, the rest of the THREE
M’S went like this . . .
NUMBER TWO: With our bellies full of hash
browns, burgers and chippies, we went back to
Oscar’s house and spent the day watching
Marvel films, under a blanket on the sofa.
Because it’s Oscar’s birthday, he got to pick the
films. This year, he chose Black Panther,
Guardians of the Galaxy and our
favourite film, Marvel Avengers
Assemble. Honestly, even if I
watched that film a million times,
I’d never get bored of it. Every time
I watch it I see something new in it that
I’ve never seen before.
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NUMBER THREE: Elaine, Ted and Charlie joined
us to play Monopoly. I’m always the iron (it’s the
best one) and Oscar’s always the racing car. We
ended up playing for ages, whilst eating salt and
vinegar Chipsticks. Delightful. I don’t want to
blow my own trumpet, but I did win. Charlie
went off in a huff, which we all thought was
really hilarious. She is majorly competitive!
I think Oscar had a good day, and he really loved the
presents I gave him: a Hawkeye bobble-head (Hawkeye is
his favourite character), and a Marvel pencil case. I’m a
bit jealous of the pencil case actually; I might nab it from
him when we start at our new school next week!
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Tuesday 3.43pm
I had a day off from writing yesterday because, let’s face
it, not every day is interesting. It wasn’t bad, but not a
lot happened. It’s what my mum would call ‘a nothing
day’. My mum is so obsessed with being busy that when
she doesn’t have any plans, she will lits put, ‘Nothing
Day’ on her calendar and then cross it off, because she’s
done nothing. Honestly, it makes no sense to me!
Anyway, I saw Oscar, we watched Carry On Camping,
we played Kerplunk and, no surprises here, Charlie was
being super annoying. Same. Old. Story. I think I’ve
decided I’m only going to write entries on the days when
something interesting is going on.
Today I’ve come shopping with Mum and my fouryear-old brother Louie. We’re currently sitting outside the
changing room, waiting for Mum to try on the TWELFTH
blouse of the day, rolls eyes. I thought we were supposed
to be getting my uniform, and Louie’s new primary
school uniform, but Mum keeps seeing ‘must-haves’ for
herself. Typical!
I look down at Louie. The sweatshirt he’d tried on
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earlier looked massive on him. He looks much too young
to be going to school; he’s still my baby bro! I remember
when he was born, I was so, so, so happy to have a
brother, and somebody to look after. We’ve always been
super close, even though he’s seven years younger than
me. We’re a lot closer than Oscar and Charlie, and we
don’t argue half as much as they do!

Louie
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‘Didi?’ Lou says. Lou’s called me Didi since he started
talking (it was his first word, which made me very happy!).
‘Yes, Lou?’
‘Is school scary, Didi?’
I take his little hand in mine. ‘Of course it isn’t,
Lou-Lou, it’s great!’ Secretly, though, I’m a bit worried. I
really want Lou to enjoy school as much as me. And I
hope he finds a best friend just as brilliant as Oscar.
Me and Oscar became best friends on the first day in
Reception class when he walked straight up to me and
asked me what was wrong with my legs.
I told him nothing was wrong with them, and that I
had cerebral palsy . . . although at the time I think I
called it ‘terrible palsy’. I didn’t know what it meant to
be disabled!
Oscar was silent for about five seconds. ‘Okay,’ he
said. ‘Do you want to play Lego?’ We’ve been
best friends ever since!
Right, better go, Mum’s finally come out
of the changing room, and, surprise
surprise, she’s not buying any of the
blouses, not one!
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5.12pm
On the way home from shopping, Mum keeps asking me
if I’m nervous about starting secondary school
tomorrow, but I’m not.
‘It’s okay to be nervous, mushroom. On my first day
of secondary school, I cried so hard, your nan had to
bribe me with money to stop me!’
I like it when Mum talks about her mum. She died
before I was born, and my mum
misses her loads, obviously. Her dad
is still alive though, Grandad Eric.
And if Nan was half as great as
Grandad Eric, she must’ve been legit
incredible. I wish I could’ve met her.
Anyway, clearly my mum’s more
nervous about me starting school
than I am. I think it’ll be great.
Another adventure: me and Oscar,
best friends, the dream team,
partners in crime against the world,
like it’s always been. Bring. It. On.
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Mum

Wednesday, 1st September –
AKA the First Day of Secondary
School! 5.30pm
TODAY WAS THE WORST DAY OF MY LIFE. Terrible.
I should’ve known it was going to be a bad day,
because it was awful from the beginning.
First of all, I fell over on the way to school. Just
outside the school gates, to be exact. It isn’t unusual for
me to fall over – on average I take a tumble about once a
week, and I usually just spring back up. You know, like
that Chumbawamba song.
But this was a bad fall. I’d ripped my tights, and when
I looked down, my left knee was full of blood and dirt. I
full-on cried, which was mega embarrassing, because
people kept walking past and staring at me. It didn’t hurt
that much, but I didn’t want to be known as ‘Bloody
Knee Girl’ on my first day at school either. My name is
Edie Eckhart and I’m proud of it, thank you very much!
Luckily, Oscar always carries an ‘Edie First Aid Box’ in
his bag, and he patched it up with a Marvel plaster.
‘Mate, shall I kiss it better?’ he asked.
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I kicked him away with my un-plastered leg. ‘Ew,
gross, absolutely not, you weirdo!’
He gave me the spare pair of tights he always carries
with him in the Edie First Aid Box. He’s thought of
everything! The uniform code stated ‘black tights’ but
now I was going to be noticed wearing the coolest tights
known to man or woman, or alien: my fox tights. They’ve
got lots of cute fox faces all over them, and they’re my
favourite things I own. I mean, if I ever ripped those
tights I think I would probably have a full-on meltdown,
no jokes.
Oscar leant down and offered me his arm. ‘Edie, do
you like chicken?’ I nodded and grinned. ‘Then take a
wing.’ We linked arms as we headed up the drive and
into the school hall together.

The school IS huge, and the hall is a lot bigger than our
old school hall. Everybody is MASSIVE, like, properly tall,
and all the big people were looking at us like they knew
it was our first day. I could tell Oscar was nervous too,
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because he kept rearranging his bobble hat. But he was
pretending not to be nervous, so I didn’t mention it.
A woman greeted us from the reception desk. She had
huge round glasses resting on her nose, and wild, blonde
hair that, if I was being rude, looked like it hadn’t been
brushed in years. If she was my mum, I’d buy her a big
hairbrush for Christmas!
‘Names.’
Oi, lady, ever heard the word, ‘please’? I wanted to say.
But I knew that wouldn’t go down well, so I kept my
mouth shut.
‘Oscar Jenkins, and this is Edie Eckhart,’ Oscar said. It
was quicker if he told the woman both of our names. He
squeezed my shoulder as he did so.
The woman scrolled on her iPad. ‘Oscar Jenkins, right,
you’re in 7MM, far right corner, and, let me see here, Edie
Eckhart, you are in 7KA which is, ah, near the stage over
there.’ She glanced at Oscar. ‘Does she need help?’
I hate people asking Oscar questions when they could
ask me. Just because I wobble a bit doesn’t mean I’m
stupid. I get a lot of people patronising me, especially
adults, and it’s really annoying and stupid and BORING.
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But now was not the right time to get
annoyed about that. The more important thing was
that ME AND OSCAR HAD BEEN PUT IN DIFFERENT
CLASSES. I couldn’t believe it. Like, honestly, how could
they even think about splitting us up?
Oscar gave me a pep talk. ‘It will be okay, I’ll meet
you at lunch. I’ll keep hold of the first aid kit, so if you
fall, we can be reunited,’ he said, with a wink.
I rolled my eyes. ‘I’m not a baby, Oscar, jeez. I think
I’ll be okay.’
We hugged before walking in opposite directions,
which was obviously not the
cool thing to do, because all
the tall people stared at us and I suddenly felt my face
go red.
When I eventually found my tutor group and sat
down, most of my classmates looked at me funny. They
couldn’t have met anybody with cerebral palsy before. I
don’t think they meant to be rude. I understand they
must have questions, but I wish they’d just ask, rather
than staying quiet and staring at me. They think it’s rude
to ask. It’s not. Asking means that they can get answers.
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They’re happy, I’m happy, and we can just all get on with
our lives . . . simple!
The only good thing that happened was meeting my
tutor, Mrs Adler. She’s lovely, and she’s really, really
pregnant (she’s having twins). She is beautiful and has
long, red, curly hair, and the biggest smile in the world.
She looks a bit like Grace from Will and Grace, which is
my mum’s favourite sitcom. Wait, that’s funny; Grace’s
surname is Adler too!

I got to see Oscar at lunch (we both had shepherd’s pie).
I told him about Mrs Adler and how nice she is, and the
big news, that she’s going to have baby twins soon.
‘I think she might be the loveliest woman on the
planet, Osc, I really do.’
‘That’s cool,’ Oscar said, shovelling peas into his
mouth. Some flew out of his mouth when he talked. ‘My
tutor is called Mr Murphy and he’s grumpy. Grumpty
Dumpty. Apparently his “hobby” is collecting tin foil and
making sculptures out of it. Bit weird, innit?’
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‘I guess so. I wonder what Mrs Adler’s hobby is. I bet
it’s something really kind, like
volunteering in a dog shelter on
her weekends. She’s really nice.’
Oscar put his fork down. ‘Will you
stop banging on about Mrs Adler, when I’ve got to deal
with the Tin Man?’ He got up and started doing a robot
dance.
We both fell about laughing.
‘Go on, I dare you to ask him where the scarecrow is
tomorrow!’
Oscar laughed harder.
‘Stop it, I’m going to wee myself! Edie, mate, I miss
you so much!’ Oscar said, putting his arm around me. ‘I
miss sitting behind you and secretly playing hangman.
Even though I always lost!’
I smiled. ‘Well, I can’t help knowing all the words! I
might be wobbly, but I am EXTREMELY intelligent!’
Oscar pushed my arm playfully. ‘Big head!’
After lunch, I didn’t really speak to anybody in my
class. I didn’t see the point. Why bother making friends
when I have Oscar, the ULTIMATE best friend?
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I talked to Mum, and Oscar talked to Elaine last night
and we convinced them to go and talk to the head
tomorrow morning. They need to ask if we can be in the
same class. We suggested Oscar join me in Mrs Adler’s
class, because she’s clearly better than the tin foil
obsessive.
They have to make it happen. Otherwise, who will
give me plasters when I fall over? I need Oscar in my
class. He’s the fish to my chips, the sausage to my mash,
and the bananas to my custard!
I already cried when I ripped my tights earlier, but I
think I’m going to have one more giant cry before bed.
Tomorrow will be better though – won’t it?
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